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Abstract: Production companies are adopting new methods for the improvement of their managing production processes. The cost, quality and time are still key important attributes for process improvement. This is reason why the Business Process Management (BPM) is the core of management in different areas, e.g., quality management, sustainability management. The new technologies based on Internet of Things and Services, SMART solutions, and the concept Industry 4.0 are opening new possibilities of BPM implementation. This theoretical paper deals with a review of new trends in BPM and a presentation of the possibilities of core technologies for Industry 4.0 in phases of BPM applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Industry 4.0 is a recent keyword in the manufacturing area. The term ‘Industry 4.0’ has been used mainly by the German government in high-tech strategy. This strategy, with its related current literature, is called Industry 4.0, like ‘4th Industrial Revolution’.

The increasing number of papers is evidence that this topic is the starting object of research at many research centres and universities. Governments in different countries have adopted concepts that support implementation of the concept Industry 4.0. Concretely the Czech government approved the document ‘Initiative Industry 4.0’ and allocated support for relevant research projects for examples.

Business Process Management (BPM) is a fundamental theory adopted in large numbers of companies in different industrial sectors. The main ideas are based on the theory of Hammer and Champy [1]. The traditional implementation of this concept is a focus on process analysis, process modelling and optimisation, process automation and measurement of process indicators in relation with performance indicators. The concept BPM has been adopted into international standards, the ISO 9001 for quality management for example.

The concept Industry 4.0 opens new opportunities and research questions. One research question is linked with the future of process management and its implementation for the concept Industry 4.0. This paper tries to find an answer for this research question based on a review of suitable technologies and methods for BPM implementation.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

BPM is term used in many companies. Over the last decade, BPM has played an important role. BPM helps implement methods and tools for process improving. The BPM principles that combine selected findings from management issue and related management science, information technology [2].

Many growing companies implemented this management approach established on Hammer’s Business Process Reengineering Concept [1]. The authors follow up Hammer and Champy’s ideas in related research and practical papers nowadays. Researchers and practitioners from academy and industry use the term BPM in many different ways.

Prof. August-Wilhelm Scheer mentioned in his book that process management has become an important management instrument in many companies because its practitioners realised that optimising a company’s capacity to create value in the form of processes has a direct and immediate effect on the bottom line. [3]

The term BPM has been used in many ways, and several alternatives — from process improvement to intelligent BPM (iBPM) — have been proposed. Some use BPM to refer a general theory to the management of business process change, while others use it more narrowly, to refer to the use of automated software techniques to control the runtime execution of enterprises process. Surveys presented on the state of the BPM market in 2018 presents examples of how organisations use the term BPM for example [4].

Different articles in international conference proceedings and books deal with BPM issues [5]. The high number of citations for term business process management (BPM) seems to prove that BPM is an important field of recent research activities. The BPM issue is the point of research focused on technological or methodological solutions of problems related with BPM implementation [6].

Nowadays, the issue focused on BPM is an integrated and continuous process, which deals equally with technological and organisational considerations. It is important to understand that BPM itself represents a process. It is a process consisting of the phases of strategy definition, process description, process implementation and process execution. The whole implementation of BPM includes these important activities:

- Analysis of processes
- Definition of structure between processes
- Choice of management method
- Modelling and optimising of processes
- Determination of performance measurement and diagnostics system.
The main purpose of this process implementation is to improve an organisation’s effectiveness in achieving its defined objectives.

The benefits of Business Process Management are to improve the alignment of all aspects of an organisation with internal rules and transparency, to increase customer satisfaction, to promote business efficiency, to maximally exploit employee potential, to improve product quality, and to reduce costs.

Examples of BPM are present in areas where effective progress has been achieved, including, as presented in [5]:
• The systematic validation of business process models before implementing them via information system, to avoid potentially costly mistakes at run-on-time.
• The automatic generate of configurable process models from a collection of process model variants, used to guide analysts when selecting the right configuration.
• The complex identification of process behaviours based on scientific insights provided by the workflow patterns initiative.
• The implementation of processes on-the-fly and the evaluation of the impact of their changes, in order to react to (unexpected) exceptions.
• The automatic execution of business process models based on strictly defined semantics, through a variety of information systems supported BPM.
• The automatic finding of process models from raw event data stored in databases of information systems.

2.1 Industry 4.0

The keyword Industry 4.0 is very often cited in recent journal and conference papers. Different authors present this phenomenon like the fourth industrial revolution. Industry 4.0 is a recent trend in the manufacturing world. The term ‘Industry 4.0’ has been used mainly by the German government in the high-tech-strategy. Historical and current phases are presented in Tab. 1. The table mentions key inventions and technology that are typical for these periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase of Industrial Revolution</th>
<th>Key Invention</th>
<th>Technologies and Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry 1.0</td>
<td>Steam machine</td>
<td>Introduction of mechanical production facilities with the help of water and steam power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry 2.0</td>
<td>Electrical machines and drivers</td>
<td>Introduction of the division of labour and mass production with the help of electricity energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry 3.0</td>
<td>Computer (programmable logic controller)</td>
<td>Use of electronic and IT systems that further automate production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>Use of cyber-physical system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main idea of Industry 4.0 is the emergence of "smart factories", which will be connected to the production facilities’ cyber-physical systems called CPS.

Developing the Internet of Things, the Internet of Services, and the Internet of People will help to make connections between human–machine, human–human or machine–machine, and with it also an enormous amount of data is obtained. For this reason, it will be useful to analyse a large amount of data (Big Data). It be able to predict possible faults and making decision on-line to the changed conditions [7] and [8], for example.

2.2 Policies to Support Industry 4.0 Developments

In its Industrial Policy Papers of 2012, the European Commission defined six basic priorities, three of which thematically cover areas related to the Industry 4.0 concept. Specifically, these include advanced manufacturing, key enabling technologies (e.g. batteries, smart materials and high-performance manufacturing processes), and smart networks and digital infrastructures (where infrastructure and networking are seen as crucial). [10].

Subsequently, in 2013, the Commission appointed a Working Group on Modern Net Production and in 2014 a Strategic Policy Forum on Digital Business to Digital Transform the European Industry and Enterprises. The Forum recommended setting national targets, setting up centers of excellence, strengthening standardization, ensuring funding and encouraging the development of digital skills. European authorities also called for a "observatory" for the digital transition and increasing political awareness about digital issues and policy implications. [10]

In the 2014 declaration "For the European Industrial Renaissance", the European Commission stressed that digital technologies (including cloud computing, new industrial Internet applications, large data, smart factories, robotics and 3D printing) are important to boosting European productivity and innovation in companies through new business models and developing new services and products. [11]

The issue of digital transformation of Europe is one of the most important key actions of the EU. This business and trade transformation is a challenge for Europe and represents a huge growth potential for innovation. Traditional industries in Europe can build on their strengths in advanced digital technologies. This will open up these sectors to gain market share in the emerging markets for products and services of the future.

2.3 Digital Transformation

Digital transformation is defined in the literature as the integration of advanced technologies with physical and digital systems, most innovative business models and new processes, and the development of SMART products and services. [12]

The published Digital Transformation Monitor is the one of the EU action publication. The monitor gives the opportunity to monitor statistical and factual evidence of the pace of digital transformation in specific sectors and in all
EU countries. It tries to identify key trends in digital transformation and to measure progress made at national and sector-specific levels. It also supports policy development and analyses major national policy initiatives. [12]

On the other hand, measurement of digital performance and tracking the development of EU member states in digital competitiveness are made by the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI). The DESI overall index is calculated as the weighted average of the five main DESI dimensions with the weights selected by the user: 1 Connectivity, 2 Human Capital, 3 Use of Internet, 4 Integration of Digital Technology, and 5 Digital Public Services. [13]

Based on the published assessment in 2018, it is clear that Denmark, Sweden, Finland and the Netherlands are among the most advanced digital economies in the EU, followed by Luxembourg, Ireland, the United Kingdom, Belgium and Estonia (Fig. 1). On the other hand, Romania, Greece and Italy have the lowest scores on DESI. This evaluation can be used very well to compare EU Member States and evaluate their preparation for the implementation of the Industry 4.0 concept. Finally, based on this state of art, we can conclude that the concept Industry 4.0 opens a new dimension of management science.

3 INDUSTRY 4.0 AND BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

The number of automated processes will be increasing, and due to this fact, traditional management tools and techniques should be revised. Business process management is one of them. Based on this fact, we have tried to answer the research question — What is role of process management for Industry 4.0? — in this paper. The revision of the BPM approach in context of Industry 4.0 has been examined through the Deming PDCA cycle because this cycle describes phases of process BPM implementation. [14]

3.1 Process Design and Modelling

Process design and modelling are the initial activities of process management implementation. The aim of this activity is to find and describe existing processes and suggest a "to be" state. Areas of focus include process representation, attributes, such as inputs, outputs, resources, and related documentation.

Process modelling is a useful tool to capture, formalise and structure the knowledge of business processes. The models can be deterministic, stochastic, uncertain but structured, or uncertain but imperfectly structured. Modelling tools can be categorised into business process chain-based type such as Petri net, IDEF0, IDEF3, BPMN 2.0, ARIS-eEPC, etc.; formal description type such as WPDL, XML, process algebra, predictive logic, etc.; and object-oriented type such as IDEF4 and UML. The overall model is analysed on the individual models. Models would have to contain all process attributes and static and dynamic parameters such as process time, process threats, cost, etc.

New technologies of Industry 4.0 have new role of process design and process modelling. The new role is related with process digitalisation. The term of digitalisation of processes is related with smart factory or digital supply chain network. In the context of process management, digital transformation refers to transforming the business operations, services and models. Digital transformation covers all processes in the companies, and the aim is to build a digital model of enterprise with the digitalised process attributes (input, output, sources and indicators). The companies should determine rules, methods and standards for process transformation. The result of this step is a digital model of enterprise.

This model contains:
- Relationship between cyber and physical layer
- Description of the main processes (processes that create added value)
- Definition of support processes and autonomous control processes.

3.2 Process Execution

Execution means that instances of a process are performed or enacted, which may include automated aspects. Automation of business processes is based on using the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). The BPEL language is perfectly suited to a clear description of the processes by which processes can be then mechanically exercised. BPEL enables organisations to automate their processes (so-called service orchestration). The BPEL language allows description of the conduct and behaviour of
business processes as a sequence of activities, including their branches, which are engaged in the process, while these activities are represented by web services (WS) [2].

Business process execution in terms of Industry 4.0 is related with the digital factory and application of Cyber Physical System (CPS). The rules and process model can be used for the definition of elementary relationships in CPS. The cyber level of CPS enables to simulate the process using digital twins and makes an environment for process execution [15].

The CPS implements these elements:

- Data acquisition and data processing
- Machine-machine communication
- Human-machine interaction

3.3 Process Monitoring

The main principles of a process monitoring system are described by many authors, and a lot of them discuss the phrase ‘process performance measurement’. Process performance measurement is the combination of processes, methodologies, metrics and technologies to measure, monitor and manage the performance of the process. To measure and execute process performance, we can use different Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

These KPIs, also known as process performance indicators, are indicators that can be unambiguously assigned and used for a given process, provided that data is available to calculate these performance indicators [16]. Basic performance parameters are defined, which are time, quality and cost. Specifically, for example, we can measure implementation costs, resource use and waste; time using cycle time, waiting time or no value added time; and quality through customer satisfaction and error rates. Some KPIs can be measured relatively easily, such as cycle time.

The implementation of IoT or Internet of Services, Process and People (Internet of Everything) and related technologies helps to implement a system for automated and real-time process monitoring. These technologies help to display the state of processes. The automated system of measurement enables data storage in data warehouses, and we are speaking about the analysis of Big Data.

Big data analysis can be defined as the process of examining large and diverse data, identifying hidden patterns, unknown correlations, trends, and other useful information that can help organizations improve their decision-making processes at all levels of management.

Data can be used for:

- Dynamic organisational analysis
- Process optimization
- Right-time monitoring
- Process mining for automated weak point analysis
- Process simulation.

The role of process monitoring is a key process in the CPS. Real-time automated processes can be monitored online with the application of a system based on IoT and IoE. The paper [17] presents a model for performance process measurement based on an implementation of IoT technologies. This model is based on the standards ISA-95 and ISO 22400.

The standards formally describe how a manufacturing process can be formalised and the steps for set-up of the suitable performance indicators. The ISO 22400 standard is a four-part standards; two parts are under development, and two parts are under consideration. The standard ISO 24000-2 defines thirty-four KPIs (key performance indicators) and their equations. Fig. 3, adopted from [17], presents the IoT-based production performance model developed in accordance with ISO 22400 and ISA 95.

![Figure 3 IoT-based production performance model](image)

The model presents data transfer between the production line and the Manufacturing Execution System. Based on the IoT functionality, process data that include information about the time, location, cost, quantity and status can be acquired from the product. The stored data are then adjusted with the production performance model, which includes of material consumed actual, of the equipment actual, material produced actual and of three subparts for example.

IoT data cannot be used directly for all KPIs; then you need to define additional databases for additional data. For example, these are production data, which are ordered according to the sequence of processes, e.g. with the planned process time, the BOM. Production data is obtained from ERP and includes structured information on the production plan. Using the planned and actual data, the above sections classify IoT data based on their description to provide a top-level source for calculating sub-KPIs. The production reaction then uses the sub-KPI to calculate the final KPIs.

3.4 Process Improvement

Process improvement is the last, important phase of business process management. The aim is continual improvement of business processes based on monitoring and data collection. Especially in the context of digital processes, the identification of existing pain points can be realised through the performance of continuous software tests.
Another definition explains process improvement as the proactive task of identifying, analysing and improving upon existing business processes within an organisation for optimisation and meeting new quotas or standards of quality. The companies collect data, not only from manufacturing processes, but from all processes during the product life cycle.

The companies use several methodologies, like Six Sigma, Centric leverages DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, Control), Lean principles, etc. New possibilities of technologies of Industry 4.0 can effectively support the implementation of the mentioned methodologies. The selection of a continuous improvement methodology depends on the overall strategy. The demonstration of Lean principles and other improvement methodology implementations have been presented in papers [18].

3.5 Discussion

The implementation of Business Process Management for the concept Industry 4.0 is a new topic, which is not exactly mentioned in the literature. The SWOT analysis (Tab. 2) was used for a summary of the strength and weakness and the opportunities and threats for a company based on previous subchapters (3.1–3.4) and related literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths:</th>
<th>Weaknesses:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical background</td>
<td>Cost for implementation of CPS or IoT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge from Business Process Management</td>
<td>Training of staff and personal time to implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing standards for process digitalisation</td>
<td>No existing related suitable methods and tools for process optimisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Big Data for process monitoring, controlling and performance management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities:</th>
<th>Threats:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Develop new lead markets for products and services</td>
<td>Cybersecurity and IT criminality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open a new challenge for markets</td>
<td>Lack of IPR protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of effective supply chains</td>
<td>Vulnerability to volatility of economy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned, the important part of business process management is to define the suitable architecture and rules which help to implement the concept Industry 4.0.

4 ARCHITECTURE AND RULES FOR BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

Architecture and rules provide a common structure and language for the uniform description and specification of system architectures. The concept Industry 4.0 uses a reference architecture model. Reference Architectural Model Industry 4.0, abbreviated RAMI 4.0 (Fig. 4), consists of a three-dimensional coordinate system that describes all crucial aspects of Industry 4.0. Indicated on the right horizontal axis are hierarchy levels from IEC 62264, the international standards series for enterprise IT and control systems. These hierarchy levels represent the different functionalities within factories or facilities. The left horizontal axis represents the life cycle of facilities and products, based on IEC 62890 for life-cycle management.

The six layers on the vertical axis serve to describe the decomposition of a machine into its properties structured layer by layer, i.e. the virtual mapping of a machine. The RAMI architecture links to other important standards for concept Industry 4.0 implementation.

5 RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management is an important part in the business process management area nowadays. Enterprises try to implement risk management procedures as part of the
management process. They try to implement management system with process, quality and risk management for performance measurement. This way is also recommended in ISO standards for quality management system described in the new revision of ISO 9000 standards in year 2015.

The task of the risk management is a systematic approach to assessing and acting on risks in order to ensure that organisational objectives are achieved. The concept Industry 4.0 opens a new challenge for risk management nowadays.

The mentioned concept Industry 4.0 can generate new kinds of risks in related area because of the increase of threats and vulnerability. The networking of cyber-space, advanced manufacturing technologies and elements, and implementation of services outsourcing is the main factor increasing the vulnerability. An identification of new categories of risks is presented in Tab. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of manufacturing risks</th>
<th>Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Problem with availability and integrity of data for maintenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used manufacturing methods and tools</td>
<td>Errors in data processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing process management</td>
<td>Information risk associated with data losses, break of integrity and available information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human sources</td>
<td>Low number of qualified workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine environments</td>
<td>Attacks from Internet network, problems related to electromagnetic compatibility and electromagnetic emissions affect manufacturing machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machines and manufacturing technologies</td>
<td>Sensitivity and vulnerability of data—problem related to cyber-attacks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This identification has recommend an important steps for risk management implementation. The results of our finding present that the most of common risk factors in the manufacturing area can be associated to information security. A discussion about a new term — Information, Communication and Manufacturing Technologies (ICMT) — which reflects the requirements of Industry 4.0 can be started. The reason is that manufacturing infrastructure autonomous intelligent manufacturing system, machines and robots communicate with each other, which should be included under the umbrella of ICT. The important question is how to protect the ICMT against cyber-attacks, loss of data integrity or problems with availability of information. An implementation of information security management systems can answer this question.

6 CONCLUSION

The aim of this theoretical contribution is to summarise the key elements of Business Process Management for the adoption of the concept Industry 4.0. The concept Industry 4.0 opens new challenges for process management implementation nowadays. The technologies based on CPS, IoT, Digital Factory etc. help to improve processes based on effective process measurement, simulation and application of predictive models.

The implementation of process management has been demonstrated by using the PDCA cycle. The core of this concept implementation is based on different rules and standards integrated in the RAMI model.

The implementation of BPM is associated with the risk management area. In this point of view, the concept Industry 4.0 can generate new risks in the manufacturing area. These risks are associated with cyber-attacks, for example, the loss of data integrity etc. The identification of these new risks was described in Chapter 4, and the chapter answered the first research question: What new kinds of risks are associated with manufacturing concept Industry 4.0? In the face of new threats, companies should try to implement an information security management system into the manufacturing area.

We conclude that Business Process Management is the perspective discipline nowadays, and with the concept Industry 4.0, new challenges for its successful implementation are opened.
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